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EXT. RED LIGHTHOUSE -- SUNRISE

An angelic ELKKA sings.

SLOW PUSH-BACK to reveal she is naked except for massive red

chains wrapped around the coastal lighthouse and her limbs.

Holding her at the bottom of the lighthouse, her looking out

to sea.

A heart-shaped key-lock rests on her chest, keeping the

chains to her.

ABOUT 00:20

EXT. SEA -- DAY

WOMAN and MAN in tattered clothes struggle to stay afloat on

pieces of shattered wood.

EXT. RED LIGHTHOUSE -- DAY

Elkka sings. Intercut with couple at sea.

ABOUT 1:00

EXT. SEA -- DAY

Man yells at Woman. Woman is terrified. Man slams his fist

down on the raft furious, accidentally breaking the wood

that keeps them afloat.

INTERCUT WITH:

EXT. RED LIGHTHOUSE -- DAY

Elkka sings, violently thrashing her head around as the

chains tighten. Red-light shines from Elkka’s mouth.

ABOUT 1:17



2.

EXT. SEA -- DAY

The Couple begin to drift apart. Woman calls out to Man to

come to her. He doesn’t respond. Convulses.

The red metal key on the end of Woman’s necklace raises into

the air on its own, gently tugging her neck ahead as Man

falls under water. She doesn’t notice him.

EXT. RED LIGHTHOUSE -- DAY

Angelic Elkka sings.

EXT. SEA -- DAY

Man convulses harder and harder, finally exploding (in red

light) into a large dark snake/leech CREATURE.

Woman focuses solely on where the key leads her.

ABOUT 2:17

CREATURE violently thrusts up from the sea behind Woman.

Intercut with Elkka singing, violently thrashing her head

around as the chains tighten. Red-light shines from Elkka’s

mouth.

Creature latches onto Woman’s leg, she screams. Thrashes

limbs, panicked.

ABOUT 2:32

EXT. RED LIGHTHOUSE -- EVENING

Elkka sings angelic.

Woman makes it towards lighthouse with Creature latched on

her leg. Woman crawls to land, exhausted and terrified with

Creature on her. She crawls to Elkka, chained at the bottom

of the lighthouse.

ABOUT 3:03

Red-light beams violently from the lighthouse light,

sporadically aiming its light.

Elkka’s red-light from her mouth forces the Creature off of

Woman’s leg. Elkka turns to Woman and the red-light draws

the key closer to the key-lock on Elkka’s chest.



3.

ABOUT 3:17

The key drops into Woman’s open hand right in front of the

key-lock. She looks down at the key. Up at Elkka’s eyes.

Creature convulses on the ground.

Woman kisses Elkka passionately as she unlocks the key-lock.

They kiss both desperate for the other, pulling each other

closer. The chains fall off of Elkka’s limbs. Elkka does a

180 while still kissing, now with her front to the

lighthouse.

ABOUT 3:27

The chains entangle Woman. SURPRISING her. Forcing her back

from Elkka and onto the lighthouse.

The key-lock locks itself onto Woman’s chest.

She tries to break free.

Can’t.

Reaches for her key. Not there.

Gasps when she sees Elkka grin at her as Man puts

key-necklace around Elkka’s neck.

END SONG

EXT. RED LIGHTHOUSE -- SUNSET

Elkka and Man walk away, arm-in-arm.

Terrified, Woman looks out to the sea.


